The article presents the results of a research project on the perception of women in politics and the role of beauty as a factor determining how female politicians are evaluated. It was inspired by Naomi Wolf's The Beauty Myth. The object of analysis were Internet comments written in response to articles describing the activities of selected women. Almost thirty years after the publication of the above-mentioned book, it appears that women are still being judged on the basis of their appearance and not their competence.
Introduction
Recently, a book called The Beauty Myth by Naomi Wolf (2002) inspired me to look for signs that women are being subjected to the said myth. I agree in principle with Wolf who claims that "inside the majority of the West's controlled, attractive, successful working women, there is a secret 'underlife' poisoning our freedom; infused with notions of beauty, it is a dark vein of self-hatred, physical obsessions, terror of ageing, and dread of lost control " (2002: 10) . Beauty has become a universal obsession, an instrument of oppression and social control. Women themselves control other women. Wolf accused the industry of creating the beauty myth: "And the unconscious hallucination grows ever more influential and pervasive because of what is now conscious market manipulation: powerful industries… have arisen from the capital made out of unconscious anxieties, and are in turn able, through their influence on mass culture, to use, stimulate, and reinforce the hallucination in a rising economic spiral " (2002: 35) . As it was summer, I was sure that in the so-called women's magazines I would find headlines encouraging me to lose unnecessary weight, promising tried-and-tested tips for hiding a protruding belly, suggesting how to pick the right swimming suit and recommending an effective diet. I thought such headlines would reflect Wolf's thesis. It was with great surprise, therefore, that I read on the covers such titles as: "A holiday for the accelerating brain", "How to live eco-friendly and not go mad?", or "How to get a good night's sleep". Naturally, the following pages did contain diets-but "healthy" ones, helping lower the "bad" cholesterol; tips on how to appear 5 kg thinner-but based on such tricks as "standing up straight"; articles on the perfect body-which every woman has; she just needs to accept herself, in which the "body positive" movement might be helpful. Has the time finally come for great changes? Are we liberating ourselves from the influence of the beauty myth?
Materials And Methods
Naomi Wolf published The Beauty Myth in 1990. A lot has changed since that time. It is apparent that men succumb to the beauty myth as strongly as women. They also are expected to be in good shape, i.e., fit, full of youthful zeal and walking with a bounce in their step. The creation of the need to have a sculpted body led to the appearance of a new mental disorder-muscle dysmorphia, better known as bigorexia. Besides the female weight obsession, manorexia is becoming more and more common. The metrosexual man is almost forgotten; for the past few years, we have observed the return of the "lumberjack" who should be strong, manly, and have a beard-well groomed, of course, thanks to numerous cosmetics and gadgets. Graying temples are not as attractive anymore;
we are all supposed to be forever young and always smiling since it is the sign of a successful life.
The situation of women has changed as well. More and more of us attain positions of power, not only in business corporations but also in governments. A woman is currently serving a third term in office as the leader of one of the most important EU countries. Another woman has to lead Great Britain through Brexit. Even in the Vatican, there is a Women's Consultation Group. In Poland, too, voices of women speaking about public affairs are heard more and more often, and some of the most prominent Polish politicians are women.
Pondering on Wolf's book, I decided to conduct a small research project. Since there are changes in the approach to female beauty and the way in which trends are created in women's magazines, "plus-size" models appear on the catwalks, and men's bodies are subjected to the same rigours as women's, then maybe the social perception of what we call beauty or attractiveness is changing?
ourselves from the influence of the beauty myth in the political sphere? Does power still have a gender? I decided to examine how women in power are perceived today and how they are evaluated. What interested me was the opinion of an average person, not of political analysts or journalists.
Therefore, I turned to comments written by Internet users in response to articles concerning the activities of selected women (I did not include texts which did not refer to the political sphere). I chose five women who occupy important positions-are ministers or leaders of political parties; that was the main criterion of selection. The other criteria included different political views, different types of beauty/age, and the number of articles about the given person's activities. I looked both at texts published on information portals (such as Onet and Wirtualna Polska) and at online editions of magazines (including "Polityka", "Wprost", "Gazeta Polska").
Results
The analysis of the comments showed that they could be divided into three categories. The first one (probably the most obvious) includes statements about appearance as such. Unfortunately, this is the most numerous category of all. Regardless of the context in which a given representative of power is mentioned in an article (an important speech, voting for or against something, making a demand, a controversial act), comments regarding her beauty are always to the fore. It does not matter whether the Internet user supports the woman in question or not. Therefore, there are both compliments ("What a pretty lady", "Beautiful girl") and criticisms ("Total eyesore", "The squat one", "I don't know if it's a hag or a dude"). Naturally, there are many comments about age ("That hag looks so old that Methusalem, who allegedly lived for 400 years, probably looked younger than this gaunt hack!") and weight ("The squat one", "Chinese fatty", "her stupidity must have a lot of strength to carry such a fat body"), comments that are aggressive, offensive, or malicious-e.g. comparisons to transsexualist Rafalala-and such statements as: "It's not easy with such a mug. I shudder to think how she looks without the mask. I think a paper bag with two cut-out holes would do the job"; "I've noticed that most Ladies from the [name of the party] have no neck. The lady minister of family has a neck but no breasts. Can someone point out to me a normal-looking woman from this party? I will gladly see such a natural curiosity". Some of them also have a sexual undertone ("It's enough to look at her, and then even viagra can't help me!").
I called the second category "Activity". I included here expressions which-as suggested by the context of the whole comment-referred to particular endeavours of a given minister or politician.
The evaluation is hardly substantive; the comments mainly debase the autonomy of women in the position of power ("She does only what her master tells her to", "Another pawn in the hands of the Chief", "mayor's wife", "she is now just a bottle washer"). Women are also thought to be motivated by money ("She likes that little political trough and getting paid for nothing. Just like she is now", "Poor thing, she needs money"). Their intelligence is questioned as well ("If stupidity had wings,
[name] would be flying like a dove. It's a pity, [name] , that you can't buy brains in the market square because you need one", "She should get treatment . . . but, as they say, for her legs because it's too late for her brain . . . :)").
The last category contains epithets used to describe the women I selected. These expressions appeared independently of the judgments on appearance and activity. They refer to roles traditionally ascribed to women ("dumb dairymaid", "that cook") and (again) to intellectual capabilities ("dumb dairymaid", "trash without brain, competences, or authority!", "mentally retarded", "total idiot"). As I have mentioned, expressions describing appearance dominate in the analyzed comments. This indicates that women are still strongly subjected to the beauty myth. They are judged on the basis of their looks and not their competences or activities. It is obvious that a question should now be asked whether men in positions of power are treated in a similar way. Therefore, I conducted a corresponding analysis of comments regarding men. Its results differ significantly from the ones presented in Table 1 .
First of all, there are not as many opinions about men's appearance as in the case of women. If present, they usually concern the height or hair colour-it turns out that we do not like redheads regardless of their sex. The activity of men is commented upon more often but also not in a substantive way ("This ass-kisser has neither honour nor shame, and he has already proven to everybody that he's a pathological liar", "the klutz who never built anything in his life", "German shepherd", "I have to admit he's a good specialist, but as a public speaker, he's lousy-it's as if he were talking to a wall… He doesn't inspire people, certainly not me"). However, offensive expressions dominate ("little buffoon", "paranoic with complexes", "little boy", "Volksdeutsch and traitor", "narcissist", "deceitful bankster"). Thus, it seems that we treat the men in politics differently-even if we do not trust them or consider them our political opponents, we rarely ridicule their appearance. It would be interesting to know who are the authors of the analyzed comments. Are they written mainly by men or by women, or maybe both sexes have an equal share? The answer to this question could indicate the extent to which people who care about appearance or other aspects of physique succumb to the beauty myth. Do we, women, control each other, or is using comments about appearance as "arguments" the domain of men, thus showing the patriarchal character of the domination over women? Unfortunately, it is very difficult to say who the authors of the comments are. This is mainly due to the specificity of the Internet-everybody can be anonymous here. The comments presented above were written by both men and women, but it is more difficult to identify female authors because they do not often use their real names as usernames. Moreover, some of the authors use pseudonyms which makes it impossible to determine the sex ratio. In the cases where the author's sex was identifiable, however, it turned out that women writing about other women mostly commented upon their appearance and very rarely assessed their competences.
The analysis of comments written by Internet users shows that the beauty myth described by Wolf still influences the social perception of women. The results of this research project also emphasize the differences in the way women and men are assessed. In the time of (apparent) equality and ongoing debate on the introduction of parities, such an outcome means that a lot has yet to change before we can call ourselves a truly egalitarian society.
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